Our Audience

120k Daily Irish User Reach

78% Male | 22% Female

600,000+ Irish Followers
(Largest of Irish Sports Media Houses)

64% Between Age of 25-45
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Covering Irish Sports

At Pundit Arena, we provide premium coverage
of a range of national and international sports,
with a focus on both fast-paced news and indepth analysis pieces in written, audio, and
video format.
ü Soccer
ü Rugby
ü GAA

ü Golf
ü Irish Athletics
ü MMA & Combat Sport

Clients – Who We Work With
With an engaged audience, and a market leading content team, we’re
privileged to work with some of Ireland & the UK’s top brands.

CASE STUDIES
SPORTING BODIES

Case Study:

CEV Continental Beach Volleyball Cup 2019

Working with Volleyball Ireland, game plan was to
create a mix of video features during the 2-day event
showcasing highlights, athletes and atmosphere.
Additional support came from real time social media
updates across all channels with wrap up and
interview features profiling participants onsite.
The Stats:
•
•
•
•
•

Over 101,000 unique views on our 5 part video series
332,000 users reached with all videos
Created 34 original Instagram stories that were viewed
150,000 times across 2 days
Over 110,000 users reached with Twitter
Instagram photos series reached 100k+ users

Case Study:

Allianz World Para Swim Championships 2018

Working with Paralympics Ireland and in association with
Allianz, Pundit Arena supported the live simulcasting on
Pundit Arena Facebook page with a mix of always on
messaging across the 7-day event, including real time video
interviews, Q&A social sessions, insight from ambassadors,
photos of the day, and other storylines and moments you
could not get anywhere else.

The Stats:
•
•
•
•
•

Preview video series of Irish athletes had over 85,000 viewers
Over 150 pieces of social content created with 1,300
engagements
Live stream simulcast on PA Facebook generated additional
60,000+ Irish fans to broadcast
Dialy native and Instagram photo series generated reach of
100,000 + users
Over 30 original pieces of video created with over 400,000 video
views during the week

Case Study:

GAA Celtic Challenge 2018 & 2019

Pundit Arena have been the official media partner of the GAA in
supporting coverage of the Celtic Challenge for over 2 years now.
Our partnership has seen us provide content and social media
tutorials to PRO’s for all 44 clubs, omnichannel promotion of the
official launch, weekly coverage and features of players and
results, and live streaming of the semi finals and finals hosted
across our platforms.

The Stats:
•
•
•
•
•

Over 20 games produced & live streamed in ‘18 and ‘19
Official launch coverage in 2019 saw over 250,000 users reached
across social channels with video clips consumed by over 70,000
Stream highlights viewed on average over 25,000 times per series
Over 75 original native and social pieces created
Goal from Derry in 2018 generated over 5,000 engagements alone
across social

CASE STUDIES
BRANDS AND SPONSORS

Case Study:

Minor Championships 2019

Exclusive digital media partner for Electric Ireland
Minor Championships for 2019.
Across three months, we created a suite of content
including the ’Barbershop’ video series, weekly
player social features, interactive native and an
engaging gaming solution to bring to life Electric
Ireland’s sponsorship throughout the summer.
The Stats:
• 67,455 Social Engagements
• 343,843 Video Views
• 189,045 Article Reads
• 21,000 Game Plays

Case Study:

Rugby World Cup 2019

Digital Partner as part of a wider sponsorship activation
which is nominated for ’Best Use of Sponsorship’ at the
2019 Media Awards.
Using Stats Perform (OPTA) Data Solutions as a media first,
we hosted a mix of engaging, real-time widgets on Pundit
Arena branded as Heineken, that allowed fans to follow the
game in a new way - with match stats before & after each
game, player comparisons, team by team profiles and onthe-pitch interactive moments.
The Stats:
•
•
•
•

20,000+ visitors to Heineken Hub
115,000+ social engagements
Over 1 million dynamic ads on site tailored to target messages
for specific fans
70% view rate for onsite video

Testimonials
“The Federation of Irish Sport is delighted to
be in a position to endorse the innovative work
of Pundit Arena through our partnership with
them. The team are not only reliable and
trustworthy but are always driven by the needs
of the client. They are a pleasure to work with
and are passionate about producing high
quality work efficiently and cost effectively.
We are delighted to be able to work with them
on our own projects as well as support and
promote their work to all of our 110 sporting
members.”

Sinead Conroy
Business Manager
Federation of Irish Sport

‘I worked with Matt and the Pundit Arena team
for the 2019 live streaming of the Bank of
Ireland Celtic Challenge finals. I could not
recommend Pundit Arena highly enough. In
advance, their planning and organization was
second-to-none, and their attention to detail
really contributed to the sense of occasion on
the day. The live stream was of a highly
professional quality, while the commentary and
interviews left viewers full of praise. The ’can
do’ and innovative attitude of the team made
live streaming the finals effortless.’

Caoimhe Ni Neill
Games Development
GAA

Testimonials
“Pundit Arena brought the Allianz World Para
European Swimming Championships to life.
They profiled the athletes involved as the
unseen heroes that make the event work in a
vivid and emotional way, which was hugely
effective. PA seamlessly achieved the aims of
both Allianz and Paralympics Ireland, making
the partnership much more than a commercial
venture, but a storytelling device that has
become the benchmark for all future
partnerships.”

Derek Kinnevey
Marketing & Comms Manager
Paralympics Ireland

“We at Electric Ireland joined forces with Pundit Arena
to bring our GAA Minor Championship sponsorship to
life last summer. The team were amazing to work with,
continually providing innovative ideas and executions,
creating long form story led video and interactive
gaming. The Pundit team were invested in the campaign
and went above and beyond to shine a light on the
Minor Championship and the players. The team made
everything so seamless that it was a natural choice to
partner with them again this year to highlight the
unique Electric Ireland Higher Education
Championships; they are a pleasure to work with.”

Maeve Galvin
Marketing & Sponsorship
Electric Ireland
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